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Moorilla Muse Extra Brut Sparkling 2014

Moorilla Praxis Sparkling Riesling 2019

A toasting wine if ever there was one. The nose
brings plenty of oak influence, which recedes
and integrates on the palate. A lively bead in the
glass carries nicely into the mouth, retaining a
nice ticklish fizz of crisp apple, white nectarine
(softer, gentler and more refined than typical
stonefruit notes), light almond, and a nice floral
lily-hyacinth bouquet into the impressively long
finish.

With a light, fine bead, our Praxis Sparkling
2019 starts with tantalising wafts of lemon,
nectarine and grapefruit. Then brace yourself for
a lively palate of lemon sherbet, wizz fizz and an
explosion of bubbles. Serve chilled, drink now.
And then again tomorrow.

Domaine A Lady A 2017

Moorilla Praxis Chardonnay Musqué 2019

The Lady returns. Originally made by Peter
Althaus as a love letter to his beloved wife
Ruth. As per usual, expect elegance and texture
(whereas most sauvignon blancs lead with fruit
and acid), aged for three years before release
(most sauvignon blancs are released young).
As with past vintages, the 2017 Lady A takes
her cues from Bordeaux. Fermented in French
oak barriques, matured on fine lees for twelve
months, and then rested in the cellar until ready
for release. It’s well worth the wait.

The pretty, pale, lemonesque hue gives no
indication of the fruit bomb this wine actually is.
On pouring you’ll get a generous, summery nose
of hibiscus, green tea, lemon sherbet and jasmine,
while the palate is a silken-textured treat of green
mango and crisp acidity. Medium bodied, it drinks
beautifully cold. Keep an extra bottle chilling, for
top-ups.

Domaine A Cabernet Sauvignon 2009

Mystery Bottle

A wine of absolute dedication, the 2009 Domaine
A Cabernet Sauvignon originates with the
ancient, cool-climate terroir of Stoney Vineyard.
Aromatics of cherry blossom, blackberry and
clove mingle with whispers of cedar and a palate
of ripe dark cherry and cassis characters. Fine
tannic structure and a perfect natural balance
build to a fresh, brilliant finish. A remarkable
wine with a proven record of critical acclaim.

All we can say about this one is it could be
anything, but we promise it won’t be bad. Might
be a new release, a particular old favourite, or
you might get lucky and pull an impossible-toget back-vintage from the cellar. Only one way
to find out.

